Hardware Reference Sheet
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Product Name

Product
Code

Product
Dimensions

Product Description

Wall Mount
Terminal

DT-MK2

Wall Mount
Terminal 4G
Enabled

DT-MK2-4G

H: 580mm
W: 460mm
L: 340mm
23KG

Wall mounted terminal with
12-inch touch screen, card
reader, camera, audio
speakers and biometrics
finger scanning pad.
Requires connection to
internet via ethernet cable
and two power points. These
units can be installed outside,
only if they have a shelter or
enclosure built around them
to protect from weather.
If 4G model, no ethernet
connection is required but an
extra power point is needed
to power the modem.
Installation location must
have good 3G/4G data
reception.

Wall Mount
Terminal w/Printer

DT-MK2P

Wall Mount
Terminal w/4G &
Printer

DT-MK2P4G

H: 870mm
W: 640mm
L: 53mm
27KG

The same as the above
model, except has a Printer
Drawer built into the base of
the terminal unit, that houses
a Zebra Sticker Printer, to
print Stickers for Visitors or
Contractors to the worksite.
Whole unit requires three
power points and ethernet
connection. These units can
be installed outside, only if
they have a shelter or
enclosure built around them
to protect from weather.
If 4G model, no ethernet
connection is required but an
extra power point is required
to power the modem.
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Visitor Terminal

DT-VTMK1

Visitor Terminal
w/4G

DT-VTMK14G

H: 510mm
W: 480mm
L: 320mm
19KG

Desktop terminal with 15-inch
touch screen, card reader,
camera and biometrics finger
scanning pad. This is typically
used in reception areas for
Visitors signing in and out of a
worksite.
Requires connection to
internet via ethernet cable
and two power points. This
unit is suitable for indoor use
only.
If 4G model, no ethernet
connection is required but an
extra power point is needed
to power the modem.
Installation location must
have good 3G/4G data
reception.

Visitor Terminal
w/Printer

DT-VTMK2P

Visitor Terminal
w/4G & Printer

DTVTMK2P-4G

The same as the above
model, except has the
addition of a Zebra Sticker
Printer to print Stickers for
Visitors or Contractors to the
worksite. Whole unit requires
three power points and
ethernet connection. This unit
is suitable for indoor use only.
If 4G model, no ethernet
required by an extra power
point is required to power the
modem.
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Portable Terminal
4G Enabled

DT-PTMK24G

Product
Dimensions

Product Description

Portable terminal with
9-inch touch screen, card
reader and camera. Comes in
Protective Pelican case with
wall charger.
Location of use must have
good 3G/4G connectivity
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Portable Terminal
w/4G & Printer

DTPTMK2P-4G

The same as the above
model but has the addition of
a Zebra Bluetooth Sticker
Printer for printing stickers for
Visitors or Contractors
signing on to the worksite.

LE5 Handheld
Alcolizer

DT-LE5

The LE5 Handheld Alcolizer
is typically linked via
Bluetooth to one of our
Portable Terminals to prompt
people signing on at the
worksite to provide a breath
sample.
The system can be
configured to determine the
acceptable level of alcohol
on the breath at the site, the
percentage of people and
type of people required to
provide a breath sample.
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WM4 Wallmount
Alcolizer

DT-WM4

Product
Dimensions

Product Description

The WM4 Wall Mounted
Alcolizer can be used with
any of the Wall Mounted
Terminals. It is typically
mounted beside a terminal
and is connected to it to
prompt a breath same to be
provided when a person
signs on at the terminal at the
worksite. The system can be
configured to determine the
acceptable level of alcohol
on the breath at the site, the
percentage of people and
type of people required to
provide a breath sample.
These units can be installed
outside, only if they have a
shelter or enclosure built
around them to protect from
weather. The operating
temperature for the units is
between -5 degrees and 40
degrees.
Straws are dispensed out of
the base of the unit, for a user
to pull out and insert into the
white hole on the front of the
device, and then blow into
the straw to provide their
breath sample.

Zebra Sticker Printer
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Zebra
GX420D
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The Zebra Sticker Printer can
be chosen as an add on to
the Visitor Terminal if the
worksite decides they would
like stickers to be printed
when a person signs on at
the worksite.
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Zebra Bluetooth
Sticker Printer

Zebra Q220n

The Zebra Bluetooth Sticker
Printer can be chosen as an
add on to the Portable
Terminal if the worksite
decides they would like
stickers to be printed when a
person signs on at the
worksite.

No image
currently available

Access Control Unit

DT-ACCMK2

The Access Control units are
used to control the opening
and/or closing of gates,
turnstiles and maglock doors
on a worksite. These are
typically wall mounted and
require an electrician to
install on site.

No image
currently available

4G Modem & Data
Connectivity

NZ-DTRTR

4G Modems and Data
Connectivity units can be an
add on to a Terminal (other
than the portable) to provide
internet connectivity to the
device instead of using an
ethernet cable connected to
the worksites network.

or

AU-DTRTR
NZ-4GDATA
or

AU-4GDATA

Product
Dimensions

Product Description

Product code only varies
based on the country the unit
is required to be used in.

Damstra Technology also offers custom solutions where required, so don’t hesitate to discuss your
requirements with one of the Damstra Technology team.
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